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Chapter 1

The Artful Philosophy
‘They tried to bury us, they didn’t know we were seeds.’ 

(attributed to) Dinos Christianopoulos

It is notoriously tricky to define what ‘art’ is, which is exactly how things should be. 
One of  the defining features of  art is that it is not about right or wrong; nor is it about 
certainty and standardisation. This can make artful approaches challenging for an 
education system that values binary answers. What then does it mean for an educator 
to be artful, in the context of  this book? For me, the artful philosophy is about taking 
an imaginative, innovative and creative approach to what happens in your classroom. 
It is the antithesis to standardisation because it comes out of  a creative relationship 
with the learners you teach. Art is in the eye of  the beholder – it is an expression of  
our common humanity that arises from a unique and individual response to the 
world, and so being artful requires you to give your children a sense of  personal 
agency. The process of  making and exploring art will create an emotional reaction in 
your learners and it will allow them to express their own visions of  their world. This 
makes it a powerful force for building children’s self-confidence and promoting their 
enjoyment of  learning. Art is about the senses – it will elicit some kind of  sensory 
response in the audience, and make them think or feel at a deeper level than usual. 
Artfulness is the antithesis of  ‘there is only one way to teach (or indeed to learn) and 
this is how everyone must do it’. In the current educational climate, where success in 
high stakes testing is prioritised, artful, experimental, imaginative teaching may feel 
like an act of  subversion. In this book I argue that the time for a principled and artful 
rebellion has arrived.

The artful educator believes that children are unique – that they have a unique set of  
talents and interests, and that each child learns best in a way that is individual to them. 
This means that it is nigh on impossible to standardise the process of  education – to 
say ‘if  you do it like this it will work’ or ‘research shows that method X is the best one 
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10

Artful Attitudes

to use’. The artful educator keeps asking awkward questions like ‘What you do you 
mean “it will work”?’ and ‘Who exactly will it be “best” for?’ and ‘But did you think 
about the impact of  X on Y?’ The artful educator believes that just as no two pieces 
of  art are the same, nor are any two lessons. Perhaps, the artful educator wonders, the 
true measure of  whether a lesson has ‘worked’ is if  it gets children to think, to be 
curious, to laugh, to engage or to take a deep interest in a subject, not if  it gets them 
to pass their SATs. The artful educator cannot countenance the idea that teachers 
could ‘deliver’ a scripted and standardised lesson to a waiting class of  obedient chil-
dren. An artful educator is there to perform creative magic with the children, not to 
read out a standardised script that someone else wrote for them to deliver. And 
although that magic might not always happen, the artful educator is going to give it a 
damn good try. 

The artful educator understands that learning is a tricky, slippery, awkward thing – it 
is a bumpy ride along a rough and winding track. The journey is rarely straightfor-
ward, and it is highly unlikely to take a straight line from A to B. We might have to 
loop back on ourselves to get to where we wanted to go, or cover the same ground 
many times before we finally get close to being happy with what we have achieved. 
We will probably have to try and fail, over and over again, and suffer some bruises 
along the way. And then, just when we get to where we thought we were headed, we 
might suddenly realise that there is a whole lot more still left to learn, or that we had 
the wrong destination in mind all the time. This is the journey of  a learner, whether 
it is a child in a classroom or an adult learning and developing as a teacher. But a 
bumpy journey is not a bad thing – you can’t learn how to get it right in the end 
without getting it wrong en route.

What is Artful?

Being artful is not exactly the same thing as being artistic. The essence of  the artful 
approach has been captured with all its components on pages 8–9. 
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Chapter 2

Artful Attitudes to Learning
‘I’m not afraid of storms for I’m learning how to sail my ship.’ 

Louisa May Alcott, Little Women

The skills that the artful educator must learn are not those of  a surgeon – cutting and 
stitching. They are not those of  an engineer – measuring and constructing. Nor are 
they those of  a scientist – theorising and researching. Neither are they those of  a 
businessperson – measuring and analysing. No, the skills that you must learn as you 
develop as an artful teacher are more akin to those of  an artist – the attitudes you will 
need to adopt are more like those of  a painter or a playwright. You need to learn how 
to weave magic with words, how to build relationships out of  thin air and how to bring 
learning to life, in all its multisensory glory, in a classroom filled with the noise and 
energy that thirty learners create. You need to learn to dart around your room like a 
dancer, to incorporate sound and music into your learning like a DJ, and to paint the 
air with ideas, with concepts and with laughter as well. Basically, you need to take an 
artful attitude to learning. The artful educator builds a set of  attitudes to learning and 
creativity that helps them to explore artful approaches with their learners, and that 
encourages the children to take artful attitudes in return. 
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Artful Attitudes

Thinking Creatively: The Power of Play

One of  the key attributes of  an artful approach to learning is a willingness to play 
around – to experiment and to think creatively. We might be playing around with 
ideas, playing to see how different aspects of  learning fit together, playing with an 
object to see what it can do, playing with language, or images, or sounds. If  I were to 
describe the way that I work as a writer, it might sound a lot like I am playing. I try 
something one way, then another. I throw in a strange idea to see what happens, or 
experiment by doing something totally unexpected with the words or the form or the 
ideas. Children have a natural propensity to play, which tends to get lost as they grow 
up. When an educator is playful with the learning and with the children, this not only 
models artful and creative attitudes to learning, but it is also emotionally and intellec-
tually satisfying for the teacher. 

To encourage a playful attitude to learning in yourself, and in your children:

 » Remember that both adults and children love to play – it is a key part of  how 
human beings work.

 » See what happens when you put random ideas together, rather than always 
taking a linear route.

 » Focus on the process (the playfulness) rather than the product or the outcome 
– don’t worry if  things don’t go right first time – see that as a success and a 
learning opportunity.

 » Try to become comfortable with learning as a messy process – doodle, scribble, 
daydream, wander, mess around, especially during the planning stages.

 » Remember that play can be a bit noisy and chaotic, so try not to worry too much 
about what other people will think.

 » Incorporate lots of  multisensory objects into your planning and your teaching, 
and be playful in what you do with them.

 » Put two things together that wouldn’t normally be linked – break away from the 
expected and the normal.
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Artful Attitudes to Learning

 » Incorporate some fun into the learning because this will relax you and your 
children, and motivate you to continue, even when things get hard.

The Joy of Failure

One of  the most important attitudes for learning is a willingness to give things a go, 
even if  we feel sure that we might fail when we try. Both the teacher and the learners 
need to get comfortable with the fact that failure is about learning, and that learning 
is about failure. Progress is about getting it wrong at first, so we can learn how to do 
it better. We will only learn to speak a new language if  we are willing to try to speak 
it (and most likely speak it badly, at first). We can only learn how to write by putting 
pen to paper, even though what we write looks like a scrawl to begin with. This is the 
journey that every child takes at school. But the more the child tries, the better they 
become at it. Any fear of  failure can put the brakes on learning, and so the artful 
educator needs to encourage the learners to know how to fail and then just try again 
with courage and confidence.

While high expectations are useful for encouraging us to reach for our best, life is 
stressful for perfectionists. Perfectionism is not always a useful trait if  we hope to be 
creative, because a desire to be perfect all the time tends to stop us from getting on 
with it and giving things a go. As an artful educator you need to model a willingness 
to have a go, to try, to fail and try again, and encourage your learners to do the same. 

To help make this happen:

 » Be careful in the way that you speak about your mistakes, and the mistakes that 
your learners make. Try not to be negative about yourself  or to do your own 
attempts down. Think about the language you use around your own learning.

 » At the same time, don’t be afraid to make a fool of  yourself  and to laugh at 
yourself  when you do something daft. Show that it is possible to fail with good 
humour and good grace.

 » Allow your learners to do plenty of  rapid, quick-fire first attempts at a task, and 
sometimes let them throw these attempts away.
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Artful Attitudes

 » Make some deliberate mistakes, and get your children to try to spot them.

 » Do some things that you find really difficult in front of  the children – juggle, 
speak a foreign language, draw a human figure. Show them how trying things 
you find difficult leads to you learning in the end.

 » Take care not to mistake neat writing for good ideas, and messy writing for bad 
ones. Let your children scribble and doodle, as well as getting them to practise 
their neatest handwriting.

Role Modelling

If  we want children to develop a particular skill or attribute, then one of  the key things 
we have to do is model it for them. As Mahatma Gandhi may have said, ‘We must be 
the change we wish to see in the world.’ When we are artful as educators, we model 
a number of  important attitudes for the children, including creativity, lateral thinking, 
risk taking and experimentation. We become a living, breathing example of  creative 
thinking and courage. Every single day, the children see their teacher taking risks, 
making mistakes, having a go, having another go and refusing to give up when things 
don’t go right. The best way to model enthusiasm and passion for learning is to gen-
uinely feel enthusiastic and passionate about learning. 

To role model as an artful educator, make sure that you:

 » Talk about your mistakes – when something doesn’t go as well as you had hoped, 
be explicit about what it was. What could you have done better and how will you 
do things differently next time around?

 » Model the process that you take when you are correcting your own mistakes and 
developing a piece of  work – for instance, by showing the children a draft piece 
of  your writing with scribbles and corrections all over it. Talk about your 
thinking as they watch you edit your own writing or refine your ideas.
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Artful Attitudes to Learning

 » Encourage the students to watch for your mistakes and to correct you if  they spot 
any – give them the confidence to speak out and to understand that adults don’t 
always get it right.

 » Show that you are willing to move laterally from the original plan for your lesson, 
especially if  a child suggests a good idea or asks an interesting question.

 » Make your classroom a creative place to spend time in – think carefully about the 
environment and how it feeds into the modelling of  creative and artful 
approaches. What does the space say about your attitude to artfulness?

 » Be willing to make a bit of  a fool of  yourself  – try not to worry too much about 
how you appear to other adults (the children mostly won’t mind at all). Model 
bravery even in the face of  self-doubt.

 » Don’t let what other people might think narrow the decisions you make in your 
teaching. Refuse to allow a nervous internal voice to stifle your creativity.

 » Offer the children a selection of  resources and materials to learn from and 
experiment with – open up their eyes to diverse possibilities, rather than just 
offering them a single option.

 » Talk about how hard you have had to work in your life to be successful and to 
build your knowledge and your creativity.

 » Surround yourself  and your children with samples and examples of  living, 
breathing art: by the children, by yourself  and by professional artists too.

 » Talk about your opinions, ideas, experiments and those of  your children – visit 
the subjective world of  the imagination as often as you visit the objective world 
of  facts and reason.

 » Share examples of  your own creative works – even if  you are not that confident 
about them, this will teach your children valuable lessons about self-expression.
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